By using the notion of compatibility of subgraphs with a perfect matching developed for digraphs in [1], we show that if, in a balanced bipartite graph G of minimum degree 6, the maximum cardinality ebip of a balanced independent subset satisfies ~bip ~< 26 --4, then G is hamiltonian-biconnected, and if Ctbip ~< 26 --2, G contains a hamiltonian path. Moreover, we give some properties of balanced bipartite graphs which are not hamiltonian, and which satisfy ~bip ~ 26 -2.
A simple bipartite graph with vertex set V(G) = X w Y and edge set E(G) is denoted by G = (X, Y,E); X and Y are the partite sets.
If L XI = [ Y 1, the bipartite graph is said to be balanced. The minimum degree of a graph G is denoted by 6(G) . Let G = (X, Y,E) be a balanced bipartite graph of order 2n, that is such that (Xf = ( Y( = n, with minimum degree 6(G)/> 2.
A bipartite independent set S is a balanced independent subset of V(G) that is such that [Sc~Xl = ISc~ YI. The bipartite independence number eblp(G) of a balanced bipartite graph is the maximum cardinality of a balanced independent set of G.
This parameter has been introduced by Ash [2] , Jackson and Ordaz [6] ; its relation with hamiltonism has been studied by Fraisse [4] , and Favaron et al. [3] .
IfH is a subgraph of G, we denote by N(H) the set of the neighbours of the vertices of H in G. For any vertex x • V(G), NH(x) denotes the set of the neighbours ofx which are in H.
We denote by (G\H) the induced subgraph with vertex-set V(G)\V(H). IfP = xlyl ... Xpyp is a path in G joining two vertices b • Y and a • X, we denote by bxlPypa the path P' = bXlyl ... xpypa.
If ui • V(P), and vj • V(P), uiPvj denotes the segment of the path P with endvertices u~ and vj.
We denote by N~ (x) (resp. N~ (x)) the set of the successors (resp. the predecessors) of the vertices of Ne(x) on P, following a chosen direction.
If C is a cycle we choose arbitrarily an orientation on C; ifa • V(C), and b • V(C), aCb denotes the segment of C with end-vertices a and b, following the chosen orientation, bCa the segment of C with end-vertices b and a, following the opposite orientation.
We denote by N~ (x) (resp. Nc (x)) the set of the successors (resp. the predecessors) of the vertices of Nc(x) on C, following the chosen orientation.
If G1 = (X~, Y~, El) and G2 = (X2, Y2, Ez) are two bipartite graphs, we denote by G1 (~ G2 the bipartite graph G = (X, Y, E) where X = Xa k..JX2, Y = Yaw Y2, and
Ifp • N* and G is a graph, we use pG1 to represent a set ofp independent graphs isomorphic to G. Definition 1. If Mo is a perfect matching in G, we say that a cycle C (resp. a subgraph H) in G is Mo-compatible, if E(Mo) n E(C) (resp. E(Mo) c~ E(H)) is a perfect matching of C (resp. H).
Definition 2. We say that a cycle C, subgraph H resp. in G is M-compatible if there exists a perfect matching Mo in G, for which C, H, resp. is Mo-compatible.
A condition for hamiltonicity
Theorem (Favaron et al. [3] ). If G is a balanced bipartite 9raph such that
We prove the following result which, for 6(G)>1 3, is an improvement of the previous one.
Proposition 1. If G is a balanced bipartite graph such that
We give a proof of this theorem based on the techniques of perfect matchings and cycles or subgraphs which are M-compatible. By Lemma 1, G admits a perfect matching M. Let C be a longest M-compatible cycle of G. The cycle C is M-compatible; so there exists a perfect matching Mo in G such that E(C)c~ Mo, resp. E(G\C)c~ Mo are perfect matchings in C, resp. G\C. G being connected there exists a path P which satisfies the following three conditions:
, and one of its end-vertex is adjacent to C, (ii) C w P is M-compatible, (iii) subject to (i) and (ii), P is as long as possible. The cycle C and the path P are denoted by a~bla2b2 ... akbkal, with k < n, and x~ yl x2 Y2 .-. Xpyp, respectively.
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that xl is adjacent to bk. We set 8 = 8(G). Case 1: Suppose that for every cycle C and path P satisfying the conditions (i)-(iii), P has only one end-vertex which is adjacent to C.
Then N(yp) c V(P) and p ~> 8(G). Moreover, if {Xp, Xi2 ..... xi~} c N(yp), with p > iu2 > ... > is, the vertices yp, yi2 .... Yi~ are not adjacent to any vertex of C, elsewhere one can find a path P' as long as P with both ends adjacent to C. It is easy to see that C w P' is M-compatible:
By definition if C w P is M-compatible, there exists a perfect matching Mo in G such that: Mo = { (x 1, Yl ) "'" (xp, yp) } w M~ ~ Ma, where M~ and M~ are perfect matchings of C and (G\(Cw P)), respectively.
Suppose yi~ is adjacent to a vertex as ~ V(C). Let P' = xtyl ... xiy, xpyp-1 ... YG we consider the perfect matching:
By Lemma 1, we know that there exist perfect matchings in G. We suppose that G is not hamiltonian and does not contain a cycle C such that (G\C) is an edge.
We consider a longest M-compatible cycle C, and a path P, that satisfy the three conditions (i)-(iii) defined in the proof of the Theorem 1.
In order to prove the Proposition 2, we prove Claims 1-8. In Section 2, we proved that if yp is not adjacent to C, ~bip(G) ) 26(G 
ap}wN~(x~)~{ct})w(N~(yp)wN[,(yp)); if it is independent, it contains
a balanced independent set of cardinality 26(G), a contradiction.
We can suppose that ct is adjacent to a vertex of the set N~(yp). Then, we consider vertices a~eV(C)c~X, and bseV(C)c~Y, such that .j <~ l < s <~ k,
(al, yp) ~ E(G), (x I ,bs) ~ E(G) and (Nc(xl)wNc(yp))c~ V(bt, C, as) = O.
The set ({bt,bt+l ..... bl+,-1 } uN~(yp)u {fl})w (N~(x,)wN[,(xl) )is then independent, and it contains a balanced independent set of cardinality 26(G), a contradiction. 
Proof. The set I = ({al ..... ap } w N~ (x I )) L.) (N~ (yp) w N~ (yp)) is independent, then:
The equality holds, and we can complete the proof of Claim 2. [] If we consider any path P', such that V(P) = V(P') and the end-vertices of which are adjacent to C, we can obtain by a similar argument the part 1) of the claim. (Uf=~ N~ (xt) w {al, ..., ap})w (N + (yp)w N~ (Yv)) contains a balanced independent set of cardinality 26. 1 is adjacent to the set ({yl, ..., yp} w N~ (yp) ).
As in Claim 1 we consider vertices at ~ V(C)c~X, and bs ~ V(C)~Y, such that j ~ l < s <~ k, (at,yp) ~ E(G), (xl,bs) ~ E(G), and (Nc(xl)wNc(yp))c~V(btCas) = O. []

Claim 4. The vertex ap+
Proof. The set ({al, ... ,ap, ap+l}wN~(Xl))u({yl .... ,yp}wN~(yp) ) is a balanced set of cardinality 26, then it is not independent; the only edges that are not excluded are between av+ 1 and {Yl ....
. yp}uN~(yp).
[] 
i <<. p, d(ai) = d(bt) = 6 and N(ai) = N(al) and N(bi) = N(bl). The set {a ...... as-p+ 1, bs-1, ..., bs-p} induces a complete bipartite 9raph such that for s -p + 1 <~ i <~ s, d(at) = d(as) = 6 and N(ai) = N(as), and for s -p <~ i <~ s -1, d(bt) = d(bs-1) = 6 and N(bt) = N(bs-1).
Proof. By Claim 4, ap+ 1 is adjacent to a vertex of the set ({Yx, ... ,Yv} ~N~(yp)).
If (ap+l,yi)~E(G), the cycle C'=xl...ylap+lCbkx! is as long as C and M-compatible (between xl and Yl, there are all the vertices of P), while if (ap+l,bi) E E(G), with ai ~ Nc(yp)
, the cycle C' = xlPypatCap+lbiCbkxl is as long as C and M-compatible.
In both cases, we can consider the cycle C' and the path P' = albl ... apbp and apply Claim 3.
The proof for the set {a . 
Cycles through specified paths
In [5] H~iggkvist and Thomassen proved the following theorem in general graphs:
Theorem (Haggkvist, and Thomassen [5] Let G' be the induced subgraph G' = (G\(UI~i,<,Pi)}.
G' is a balanced bipartite graph; its minimum degree satisfies 6(G') >t 6(G) -t; its independence bipartite number satisfies ~bip(G') ~< ~bip(G)-Then 0¢bip(G' ) ~< 26(G') -4, and G' is hamiltonian.
Let C = albl ... arbrax be a hamiltonian cycle in G'.
We choose an orientation on C.
If P1 is one of the paths, ]Nc(x~)] >>-6(G) -t and [Nc(yl)[ >~ 6(G) -t.
Let S t = Nc (x 1 ) + u Nc(y 1 ) +; S 1 contains a balanced set of cardinality 2 (6 (G) -t).
As ~bip(G') < 2(6(G) -t), $1 is not independent: 
